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Mortimer's Morris in Nottingham
at the Morris Federation AGM
Day of Dance, 2016
Photograph: Sam Ross
Do you have a great action
picture of your team that
could feature on the cover
of FedExtra?
Send a high quality image suitable
to print in A4 portrait format,
some background info about
your team, details of where and
when the image was taken, and
the photographer's name to:
newsletter@morrisfed.org.uk
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Sam Ross, Newsletter Editor

Save the date!

• newsletter@morrisfed.org.uk
• 64 The Batch, Farmborough,
Somerset, BA2 0AJ
• 07849 055 339

editor
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contact your

committee

welcome to the Autumn issue of Morris FedExtra

Melanie Barber, President

These days there doesn't seem
to be a break in the proceedings,
ever more festivals are starting
up throughout the year, plus
autumn apple days and January
wassails - that every Rotary
Club now seems interested in
creating as a 'local tradition' are all creating a busy yearround dance schedule.
Like many traditional dance
styles, my Cotswold kit isn't
really designed for anything
outside of the warmer months,
and along with my desire to
hibernate when the cold sets in,
I tend to withdraw from dance
events at this time of year.
However, I appreciate that many
of you are still out and about
around the festive period and
beyond, so whatever you're up
to, keep warm and
keep dancing!

Sam

deadline for next issue: 30 Dec
next issue publication date: 29 January
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prologue

President's

from the

hen I started
Cotswold morris
dancing, about
10 years ago,
teams seemed
to uphold the
tradition of taking the month of
August off for a rest, mainly due
to it being the school holidays and
those teams that were short at
the best of times would have been
unable to muster a side otherwise.
Come September however,
everyone would reassemble
afresh for practice sessions, the
last of the 'summer' festivals, and
the dreaded AGM. The practice
season would then continue
pretty much without any
interruption (apart from a two
week break around Christmas
and New Year) until St George's
Day, when the local morris sides
would appear en masse for their
first dance-out of the season.

Dancing England
Rebooted

• sallywearing@outlook.com

Update your team's contact details:
contacts@morrisfed.org.uk
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• 0118 946 3125

John Bacon - Licencing Bill Advisor
• jandabacon@aol.com

Hello!

Wow, what a
wonderful summer of dance!
I don't know about you, but
I've hardly stopped dancing!
A few highlights for me
were, dancing at the Gate to
Southwell Festival with Silkstone
Greens, a very soggy Sowerby
Bridge Rushcart with Rivington
Morris, the Bill Gibbons 200 Jig
Challenge and, sadly, the final
Clogfest with Strictly Clog.
Thank you to Mortimer's Morris
for hosting our annual day of
dance and AGM in Nottingham
on 24th September. It was
great to see so many of you
there. However, it was also very
disappointing that seven teams
dropped out causing Mortimer's
to have to reschedule the dance
tours numerous times. These
events don't just happen, they
take months of planning and a
lot of work behind the scenes
to make sure everything runs
smoothly on the day. I know
I've said this before, but I'm
going to say it again, please,
please, ensure you have a team,
plus contingency for injuries/
emergencies, which do happen,
before you book. Places are
limited for both our AGM day
of dance and the JMO National
Day of Dance, and by taking
a place and subsequently

keep it social

dropping out, you are denying
another team a chance to
dance. For repeat offenders I
will be checking numbers before
allocating a place in future! OK,
lecture over.
The AGM ratified our new
'Sponsorship, Grants & Bursary
Policy', which will be available
online once our new website
goes live later in the year. In
the meantime, if you wish to
apply, please contact me at
pres@morrisfed.org.uk for an
application form.
Following the discussion on
the impact of blacking up in
morris dancing, the committee
published the following
broadcast: Thank you to
everyone who attended The
Morris Federation's AGM on
Saturday. Following the AGM
discussion on the impact of
blacking up in morris dancing,
and legal advice, the subsequent
Morris Federation committee
meeting on Sunday focused
on the next steps we plan to
take. Legal advice highlighted
that, when running events, The
Morris Federation is considered
to be a service provider under
The Equality Act 2010. As such,
the primary officers would
be ultimately responsible if
litigation were brought. Myself

@morrisfed

as President, Fee as Secretary,
and Jenny as Treasurer, are not
prepared to take the personal
risk of litigation, and therefore
the committee are investigating
ways to minimise this risk. The
committee will be drafting both
guidelines to teams organising
events, and guidelines to teams
that black up, in due course.

Saturday
18th February 2017
Sheffield City Hall
An excellent mix of the
Traditional and the Revival;
from Rapper to Longsword,
Molly to Border, North West to
Step Clog, Cotswold to Carnival.
All bolstered by the odd, the
strange, and the wonderful
including: mumming, morris jigs,
and folkloric customs.

We have now drafted
'Guidelines to teams using face
paint as a disguise' and a copy is
enclosed.

For more info visit:
www.dancingengland.co.uk

The committee will continue to
keep you updated via our email
broadcasts, but, if your team
has not been receiving their
broadcasts, please let us know
as they are an important method
of communication.

Supported by
The Morris Federation

So, onwards in the winter
months of intense practice to
work on all those bits that
didn't quite go right over the
dance out season. I have a list
of personal, as well as team
improvements that I want to
focus on to try and make next
season even better. If each
person and team aimed to
improve just one thing – lines,
togetherness, presentation
– just think how much better
we'd all look next year...Happy
dancing!

Melanie

@MorrisFed.org.uk
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Facebook: @dancingenglandnew

guidelines for
submission of
articles
Please send articles as doc, docx,
txt or odt formats. Articles over
750 words will be trimmed.
Please accompany all articles with
at least three high quality images.
Any images embedded in text
should also be sent as separate
attachments.
Photographs and illustrations
should be jpg, eps, tiff or pdf,
though other file types may be
accepted.
Make sure you have appropriate
permission to publish all words
and pictures. Credit will be given
to photographers, and captions
printed, where provided.
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ROSIE WRIGHT, FOOL'S GAMBIT MORRIS

A tribute to
fallen morris

his place of death, where we
performed some dances and
some of Butterworth’s music.
As part of the Somme Centenary
commemorations, the town of
Pozières put on a Son et Lumière
show which the team took part in.
The show follows the stories of
four men from different countries,
from the moment they hear of
the outbreak of war until the
end of the war. The English man
is George Butterworth, so we
were able to contribute some real
morris dances to his first scene.
We have already been invited
back for their 2018 show!

Fool’s Gambit Morris travelled to the First World
War battlefields of Northern France to celebrate
the lives of four of Cecil Sharp’s demonstration
team who died during the Battle of the Somme.

W

e have dedicated the
last year to developing a
show to commemorate
these men. The show
includes dances that Reginald Tiddy
mentioned in letters home from the
front:

I am so glad that the Morris
Dance still flourishes.
Did I tell you that Ralph
Honeybone and I danced
Jockey to the Fair to an
entranced audience a day or
two before we left England?
It quite won the dear
Tommies’ hearts!
It also includes a longsword dance
which Tiddy taught to men in his
military camp, music composed by
George Butterworth and some original
dances that we have written to
represent various aspects of the war.
We performed the show and various
extracts at places that had connections
to the four members of Sharp’s team.
The first performance took place at the
Ring of Remembrance, Notre Dame
de Lorette, where all four of the men
are commemorated along with over
600,000 other people.
A representative of the memorial’s
architects’ firm attended the
performance and Edd, our foreman,
presented a sword lock to her, to hang
in the company offices. These sword
locks (made by John Newman) were also
laid at the graves of Reginald Tiddy and

Perceval Lucas, as well as a memorial
near where George Butterworth fell
and Thiepval Memorial to the Missing,
where it was laid as part of a Royal
British Legion service.

In addition to all the official
performances we spent a morning
doing our normal repertoire in
Albert, our base for the trip.
There was a certain amount of
interest and confusion from the
local people and we even made
the local paper.

Some of the smallest cemeteries and
memorials were the most moving. We
visited the Devonshire Cemetery, from
which Percevel Lucas set off before he
was injured and taken to Abbeville, as
well as Abbeville cemetery where he is
buried. Les Galets, near where George
Wilkinson was killed became the setting
for a double jig, mentioned in Helen
Kennedy’s Early Days:

DANCING IN ALBERT
Photograph: Charlotte Dover

In November the Folk
Dance Club gave another
performance. On this
occasion there were some
good men’s dancers from Mr
Sharp’s class. Miss Kennedy
and Miss Daking assisted us.
There was no men’s morris
side but Mr Wilkinson danced
with me in turns, facing each
other. I remember that in a
subsequent newspaper report
admiration was expressed at
the coquettish question and
answer that this dance so
prettily illustrated.
At Reginald Tiddy’s graveside a letter
to his family from his Batman, Ralph
Honeybone, was read and a wreath
was laid by a representative of his
school. Our final performance was at a
memorial to George Butterworth near
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TIDDY'S GRAVESIDE
Photograph: Charlotte Dover

This trip was an opportunity of a
lifetime for us. We have wanted
to go abroad as a team for a while
now, but this project was so much
more than anything we could
have organised ourselves. It was
moving, educational and even
personal for some us. We are
very grateful to Joe Dunn for
co-ordinating the project, Lee
Hallam for being our principal
sponsor, John Newman for
making wooden swords and
filming our performances, and
Ian Pearson and Eric Macintyre
for their invaluable local and
historical knowledge.
The first UK public performance
of the show took place at Cecil
Sharp House on Sunday
20 November.
There is a short film made by
the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission of Fool's Gambit's
performance at the Thiepval
Memorial to the Missing on the
Somme. George Butterworth and
George Wilkinson are both listed
here. It was a most moving and
fitting tribute by Fools' Gambit
Morris to their fellow dancers
killed on the Somme in the
summer of 1916. See it here:
https://youtu.be/FswlBvAQqJI

THE LAST POST
Photograph: Charlotte Dover

LAYING THE LOCK AT THIEPVAL
Photograph: Charlotte Dover

WILKINSON KARPELES JIG
Photograph: Shirley Dixon
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Boosting the ranks

Sarah
Haigh

Successful taster session for Wakefield Morris
Like most sides, recruitment is always high on the agenda for
Wakefield Morris. How do we attract new dancers and musicians
to ensure that the side continues to thrive?
Having been through
some changes and
dancers moving on,
Wakefield Morris
gave this some
thought and realised
that a longer-term
strategy was called
for, alongside quite
a lot of hard work
by the team.

The long term strategy involved doing more in
our local communities, getting the team seen in
local towns and at busy local events; it’s amazing
how many people don’t know that Wakefield has
a morris side despite us being around since 1980.
We have continued to dance at local fayres, but
added new (to us) events to the annual calendar.
Team members have always been armed with
flyers about the side and flyers promoting the
second element of our recruitment strategy –
The Ossett Beercart.

The Ossett Beercart began in
2014 where we invented our
own tradition. The weekend
long festival is now looking
forward to its 4th year in 2017.
The Beercart involves a beer
festival, a procession, a market
and two days of dance. We
have worked hard engaging
with the local community and
local businesses and have built
new partnerships along the
way.
The final element of the
strategy was for the team
to attend high profile morris
events such as Warwick and
Whitby folk festivals. This
gave us another angle to our
recruitment – for existing

dancers to see us in action and
perhaps be inspired to give our
side a go.
Cut to June 2016, when we
put a date in place for a taster
session for the coming practice
season. Given that we had
really worked hard to raise
awareness of the side and
encouraged and cajoled people
to get involved we hoped that
we might get more than two
or three attendees at the
session. Between June and
September we ensured that
the event got plenty of
exposure on social media and
we continued to publicise the
event at dance outs.

On Monday 12 September we
welcomed a total of 21 taster
session attendees through the
doors. Having given them a
good work out and introduction
to North West morris, plied
them with cake and beer and
enthralled
them
with the
world of
Wakefield
Morris,
more than
10 of them
said they
would
definitely
be
returning.

I didn't know women were allowed to do that!

"

"

an extract from the exhibition
to celebrate the morris
federation's 40th anniversary

As morris dancing became more
popular and widespread, Cecil Sharp
became more interested in the roots
of the dance and what he thought it
should represent. Cotswold Morris,
dances with sticks and hankies from
counties such as Gloucestershire and
Oxfordshire, was the style that Sharp
was mainly focussed on.
He saw the dance style of the
Esperance girls as overly boisterous
instead of the graceful style that he
championed, and felt their teaching
and spreading of morris dancing
was diluting it. He advocated for
a more 'pure' form of morris with
the 'authenticity' of the traditional
dances while Mary Neal thought that
anyone should be able to dance and
that it was perfectly acceptable if the
dances changed as they were taught.
After the First World War morris
dancing declined but it managed
to continue mainly through women
dancing in evening classes. There was
again a resurgence of interest in the
1920s and 1930s when more men's

Charlotte
Dover

teams were formed or revived and
The Morris Ring was founded.
The Morris Ring brought men's teams
together into an organised group
which based many of their values
and principles on Sharp's research
and writings and used them to make
the claim that morris dancing should
be for men only, even though Sharp
himself used women as well as men
to demonstrate dances.
From the 1920s to 1970s, the
majority of public performances of
morris dancing, particularly Cotswold
morris, were male only.
Further images and extracts from
the exhibition will be featured in the
Winter issue of FedExtra.
If you would like to borrow the
photos, the three Morris Federation
pull-up banners, or other archive
materials to display at an event,
please contact Mike Everett:
archive@morrisfed.org.uk

Horwich girls, 1919
Photograph courtesy of Duncan Broomhead
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There will be no resting on our
laurels, another taster session
is planned for November and
we will continue to implement
our strategy to keep our ranks
well boosted. The future is
looking bright.
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Fool's Gambit Morris in Bakewell, 2015
Photograph by Chris Bennett

MIXED TEAMS
A large proportion of new teams that have been
formed in the last 5-10 years and have joined the
Morris Federation have been mixed.
Fool's Gambit Morris was founded in 2010.
Rather than having a fixed location for practices,
the dancers are from all over the country and meet
up once a month for a practice weekend.
A young mixed Cotswold team, the age range
(as of November 2015) is 16-25 with an
average age of about 20.
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Garston Gallopers is a mixed village side
based in East Garston in the Lambourn
Valley, near Newbury, West Berkshire,
close to the Oxfordshire border.

Garston
Gallopers

Penny
Brookman

Garston Gallopers began life in
September 2009, when the village
fête committee were unable to
book a morris side to perform.
Penny Brookman suggested that she
could teach villagers to take up the
challenge of learning morris dancing
themselves, with the support and
encouragement of experienced
members of Kintbury May Maids
Morris, and their musicians.

After a hectic and varied season of dance
Garston Gallopers had the pleasure of dancing at
Highclere Castle, home of the TV series Downton Abbey

After only three (very enjoyable)
lessons a nervous group of men
and women walked out wearing

First Day of Dance
Newbury, Berkshire
The past seven years have seen
Garston Gallopers develop and grow
in confidence and ability, and this year
we held our first day of dance
in Newbury town centre.

We hosted a varied selection of sides:
Shinfield Shambles, Welsh Border Morris,
Aldbrickham Clog and Step Dancers,
Old Speckled Hen, North West Clog Morris,
Rose Hips Bellydance, and
Northfield Morris.

Plans are now underway for next year’s
event on Sunday 9 July 2017 and we
would love to hear from sides that
would like to join us. The town centre is
pedestrianised and provides good dance
surfaces and plenty of space, with a wide
range of places to eat and drink, and
enthusiastic audiences. Contact Jackie
Breadmore: 01488-648851 or
email: jackie@garstongallopers.co.uk

the East Garston colours of green
and purple, and danced at the fête.
Some members of the group were
hooked and have continued as well
as recruiting new members.

Now we meet fortnightly on
Mondays in East Garston Village
Hall from 8:00 to 9:30pm and have
an ever-increasing set of dances,
including some of the Kintbury
repertoire as well as our own. More
info can be found on our website:
www.garstongallopers.co.uk and
our Facebook page.

MERRY CHRISTMAS from

Coton Morris
A busy summer for Coton's 20th dance season culminated
in a fine display at Robinson College, Cambridge for the
participants of an international conference. A good time
was had by all, especially the dancers, with many left
wondering, "How did Jez get in the air like that?"

diary dates 2017
14 January

Sword Dance Union DERT
Traditional Class Rapper
Workshop
St Mary's, Gateshead

18 February

Dancing England, including
an advanced rapper
workshop by the Sword
Dance Union
Sheffield City Hall
www.dancingengland.co.uk

Beautifully handmade leather goods by folkies for folkies
· Morris kit bags · Belts · Instrument straps & cases · Masks · Tankard wraps ·
· Bell pads · Bags, pouches & purses · Repairs · Civilian items, gift ideas & more ·

25-26 March

Histories of the Morris
in Britain
Cecil Sharp House, London

7-9 April

DERT (Dancing England
Rapper Tournament)
Kendal
www.dert2017.co.uk

www.leatherforfolkies.co.uk
facebook.com/leatherforfolkies

Jack in the Green Festival
Hastings

29 April - 1 May

Rochester Sweeps Festival
Rochester Town Centre

13 May

JMO National Day of Dance
Hosted by Leicester Morris
Men, in Leicester

16 September

The Lancashire & Cheshire
Clog Dance Competitions
Pendle Heritage Centre,
Lancashire

23 September

The Morris Federation AGM
Hosted by Green Ginger
Garland, Rackaback Morris,
Makara Morris and Beverley
Garland, in Hull

Know of an event that should be featured here?

e: bagman@leatherforfolkies.co.uk
0114 233 6146 / 07958 15 45 05

Send details to: newsletter@morrisfed.org.uk
Andrew
Blagborough
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28 April - 1 May

The Morris Federation is not responsible for events
organised by external organisations

Our AGM
Day of Dance
Tywardreath Morris

would your side like to dance at..?

It's always nice to get an invitation to dance; it means someone
knows enough about you to want you to perform for them.
Tywardreath Morris was
formed in 2010 taking its
name from the village in
Cornwall where we practice.
The side has always had a
mix of novice dancers who
don't know what to expect
when they join, and the more
experienced who have seen it
all before, or think they have.
The invitations we received,
especially when the side
was new, helped to build
confidence. Our first public
performance was at the local
village fête and dancing there
has developed into an annual
tradition.
Over the years we have
danced at a wide range of
events, including the usual
range of fêtes, folk events
and country fairs. However
some of the invitations have
been rather more interesting:
a woodland clearing during
a picnic by the Friends of
Luxulyan Valley – a beautiful
local area of significant
industrial archaeological
interest; Wassail celebrations
in the middle of winter; and
even wedding celebrations
and funeral wakes – on one
memorable occasion both in
one day…
Chloe, who founded our
side, was getting married. For
family reasons the wedding
was in Shropshire. This was an
obvious excuse for a weekend
away. In fact Tywardreath
don't normally travel very far
from home so this would be
the first time the side had

been away. Some serious
planning was called for,
involving researching pubs in
the area for a daytime tour on
the Saturday.

were approached and asked
to perform at a rather obscure
and small folk club. Two 30
minutes slots was a lot more
alarming than any event we
have been asked to dance
at, but we agreed, providing
we could do some dancing
as well, we are a morris side
after all.

A little while before we were
due to set off, one of the pubs
came back with a request. At
the time of our visit they were
hosting a wake for a local
The performance was in
man who originated from
December, so as well as
Cornwall and had numerous
Cornish items the request
Cornish relations who would
included Christmas songs
be attending. Would it be
possible for us
to sing some
Cornish songs as
well as do some
dancing? Well
we have been
known to sing,
and between us
we could come
up with several
appropriate
songs – even
if there are,
Tywardreath in Lostwithiel, 2014
in the side,
and music. As it was, almost,
widely differing views on the
a professional performance
merits of traditional Cornish
we felt the need to produce
songs like Camborne Hill and
a programme and have some
Trelawney. So we agreed and
rehearsals. This was much
formed part of the funeral
to the disgust of John, who
celebrations.
found the prospect of so
That made one wedding and
much Christmas cheer hard to
one funeral – but it didn't end
take, although he did manage
there. In the course of the
to find a really miserable
weekend we came across, by
song, 'First Christmas' by
accident, two other wedding
Stan Rogers (look it up on
celebrations. Despite our best
YouTube).
efforts though, we failed to
The evening turned out to
make the fourth wedding.
be rather strange. It rained,
Our playing and singing in
so we didn't get to do any
the pub produced another
dancing and the folk club was
unusual invitation when we

12

20 Morris Federation teams from around the UK took
to the streets of Nottingham, in advance of our AGM,
on Saturday 24 September 2016. With thanks to
Mortimer's Morris for arranging and hosting the event.

Persephone Women's Northwest Morris

John
Tremaine,
Bagman

held in a very
small room in
a pub, in very
rural Cornwall. Although the
room was almost full, the side
just about outnumbered the
audience, but, they seemed
to like us and we are going
back next summer – mainly
to dance.
By now we all thought we
could not be surprised by
any invitation, but we were
wrong. Last summer we got
a request from a group of
naturists who were camping
in Cornwall for their holidays.
Would we be willing to
dance for them one Saturday
afternoon? This was another
first – even for Pete who has
been dancing for 45 years.

I'll admit there was quite
a bit of discussion – were
we sure that this was the
kind of 'exposure' the side
wanted? However, after being
reassured that it would be
fine for us to dance in our
normal kit, so we wouldn't
have to literally expose
ourselves, we agreed.

Mortimer's Morris
All photographs by Sam Ross

Milltown Cloggies

Sutton Masque

Clausentum Morris

We had fine weather and the
group were really friendly,
welcoming, and enthusiastic –
joining in a dance at the end.
There are some photos of
this event, but unfortunately
they are not really suitable for
publication.
So after all our experiences
we look forward even more
to receiving invitations, and
wonder what will surprise
us next. Has your side had
any good invitations lately?

New Esperance Morris

Berkshire Bedlam
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Hammersmith Morris, Bath, 2015
Photograph: Sam Ross

now a dance called Blue Eyed
Stranger from Bledington' - tells
the audience nothing of interest,
education, amusement, relevance
or effect.

Burn your baldrics!
Making a morris for the third millennium: a polemic (Part 2)

If we want to make a morris for the next hundred years, facing up to irrelevant
remnants of the recent past must be our starting point. I will identify the attributes
of the modem morris which seem to me to lead to scorn and mockery, and which
I believe to be additions of the revival, rather than essential parts of morris itself.
Let’s start with the most visible
- the way we look. Here's a
description in a newspaper of
Cotswold dancers at Dover's
Games in 1856: "Spruce lads
sprigged up in their Sunday
clothes, with ribbons around their
hats and arms."
Here are the molly dancers at
Little Downham in 1932: "All
the men wore ribbons and hats
decorated with flowers...one...
wore a pink coat and trousers and
a pink top hat...another wore an
old black tail coat with a kind of
long white pigtail...some of them
wore goggles."
And finally Dave Jones' account
of the border morris team in the
1920s at Orleton: "They wore
fancy clothes and top hats with
feathers", and at Bromsborough
Heath:"Rags tacked on to ordinary
clothes."
There are some echoes of the
stereotypical image of the Morris
dancer, beloved by cartoonists
and TV comedy show writers,
here, but faint ones. Hats are

common - but then study photos
of the General Strike, and try to
find a man without a hat. In the
1920s, and before, men wore hats
in the street, in the shop, in bed
and in their coffins. Otherwise,
the standard morris uniforms
are not to be seen. The more
we read, the more variety we
discover. There was, despite Mr
Sharp's assertions, no one morris
costume.
Why then have we a standard
pattern today, for Cotswold: knee
breeches or white trousers, and
too often baldrics and hats? The
dress described in the records of
the past seems to me to have two
characteristics - it is of its time
(though perhaps slightly behind,
as Sunday best often was), and
it is decorated to be festive, to
indicate performance.
Thus Julian Drury, reporting a
photo of the 1912 Ascott under
Wychwood morris dancers
(white trousers, cross baldrics),
comments: "The influences of
Sharp and the fledging EFDS in
kit design is quite apparent. The
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mid 19th century side by contrast
wore wrist and elbow ribbons of
red, green and blue, and box hats
with ribbons trailing behind, and
no baldrics."
What has happened is the result
of the influence of the 'ancient
priesthood' assumptions, which
needed priestly robes. Rather
than see the need - decorated
clothes to mark performance or
to disguise an everyday person -a
costume has been invented where
no such standardisation existed.
The English uniform fetish has its
influences too; it is an automatic
assumption of our generation
that all dancers must be dressed
identically. I once sat through a
five hour AGM of a Ring team at
which over one hour was devoted
to a discussion of the shape of
shirt collars, the construction
of socks and the length of
hat ribbons. I read the past as
achieving team unity through
performance, function and
common signs of decoration, not
the number of lace holes on the
standard shoe.

Tony
Forster
Just as the
English obey (or
resent) anyone in a peaked cap, or
the English badge of middle class
male acceptability relies, not on
behaviour or values, but on the
presence of a piece of knotted
cloth below the Adam's apple, just
as the wearer of these knotted
pieces of cloth go weak-kneed
at women pretending in their
dress to be school girls or nurses,
so the morris has imported a
uniform fetish which has nothing
to do with the dance or the
performance.
I have dwelt at length on the
appearance we present because it
seems to me central to the image
we present, and the derision we
attract. There are many other
areas like this. For instance, the
pre-revival dancer would not have
announced a dance as 'from the
village of Prawns in Aspic'.
Names have two functions informing and entertaining.
There is no point in giving people
information which means nothing
and which you do not make
relevant. If dance announcements
are part of the entertainment,
they are valuable; otherwise they
are a hindrance. The standard
morris announcement - 'and

If the announcements are more
than this, they are too often
positively harmful to any attempt
we might make to be taken
seriously. The old fairy tales
appear - 'pre-Christian ... good
luck ... make corn grow ... fertility
rites'. The teams who do believe
them should be locked up with
only their inflated bladders for
company; the rest are adding to
an image in the public mind of
morris dancers as simple, fitting
in well with 'Flat Earthers', those
who believe the Second Coming
will be on Tuesday next and those
who raid dentist's dustbins to get
rich from the tooth fairy.
And the performance which
accompanies it? Mr Sharp
records: "The morris is...
primarily, a spectacular dance;
its purpose is, or was, to provide
an exhibition at holiday time
for the entertainment of the
onlooker." I have no complaint
with this. We need to keep that
word 'spectacular' in mind when
watching modem teams dance.
The spectacle presented is too
often not what Mr Sharp or his
sources had in mind. A group of
old men or old women jumping a
quarter of an inch at a time in a
dance which says nothing to them
except cosy familiarity, and which
they make no effort to make say
something to their audiences,
is not an 'entertainment for the
onlooker'. If our purpose isn't to
entertain, why are we so arrogant
as to appear before the public?
Even in the organisation of our
teams, we stick to the patterns
we feel come from the distant
and mystic past, which in reality
were conscious archaisms seventy
years ago. Does it increase the
public's esteem for us to know
that we refer to our leaders as
'squires' and our secretaries as
'bagman'? Why do we do it? What
has it to do with that central
purpose of the morris?

Enough! The time has come to
throw off the chains we have
bound ourselves in. Let us go
back to that most important
observation of Mr Sharp. Let us
examine everything we do in the

dances we have created, for our
times. We need to build on the
past, learning its dances for our
own sakes but treating them as
unsentimentally as their creators
treated what they inherited.

Belles of London City • Photograph: Graham Whitehead

Boss Morris • Photograph: Stephen Rowley
light of that central characteristic
- 'a spectacular dance' and
that essential purpose - 'the
entertainment of the onlooker'.
Insofar as what we do adds to
that, it is true to the spirit of the
morris; insofar as it detracts,
discard it. Burn your baldrics,
brothers and sisters! And while
you're about it, take off your
breeches, your mock medieval
dresses, your team pattern
matching cufflinks and earrings.
I have given 35 years of my life
to morris. I know what it can
do, for the performer and for
the onlooker. It can provide
entertainment, comedy, drama,
pathos, spectacle and delight.
It rarely does, however. Let's
face up to the year 2016,
and start to catch up. If we
acknowledge that it might be
as late as 1970, it would be a
step forward. Let's be creative,
as all arts or entertainments
must be to survive. Let's dance

The morris should be an
entertainment, a spectacle.
If the dances which happened
to be recorded from an old man
ninety years ago, remembering
his own dancing days fifty years
before, are good and effective,
use them; otherwise, build on
them and improve them, or
absorb them and strike out with
our own dances. Use the tunes
which strike chords with our
audiences, not because they
are 'the traditional tunes', but
because they catch the attention,
make the feet tap, create the
effect we want to achieve. The
Eastenders theme would make
a good dance tune. Why aren't
we using it? Let's find a way
of dressing which labels us as
entertainers, not uniformed train
spotters. The time I knew we'd
got our Molly costume right
was when we were walking to a
performance and a seven year old
ran to her mother shouting, “Look
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mummy – it’s...it’s...er...”
There might be many sorts
of morris in the future. The
village mass football game of
three hundred years ago has
given raise to both Manchester
United and the Sunday morning
pub league. The Victorian
circus, from its commedia del
l'arte origins, gives us both the
shopping centre juggler and fire
eater and the techno-circus,
Archoas. Morris may spawn a
high art professionalism admired
for its skill, its athleticism, its
precision, its spectacle, and at
the same time inspire a rabble of
enthusiastic anarchists, who take
over the street and the pub and
make people enjoy themselves
whether they want to or not.
The legacy of our past is
important. We need to strip away
the dross, the fake medievalism,
the things which have dated.
Morris is vital and alive, if we
let it emerge. Let's revisit it
critically, and judge rigorously
everything we do against Mr
Sharps' insight. Do they aid
the spectacle, increase the
entertainment of the onlookers?
If not, burn them along with your
baldrics. A pantomime dame
once said, "Tradition is what
you remember - not what your
grandparents remember, because
they're not here to remember it."
Let's use tradition, but only if it
augments our central purpose.
The challenge for the coming
generations of dancers is to
transform the image of morris, so
that we may be proud of being
dancers, not ashamed.
My father's life-long commitment
to the Buffs tasted bitter to
him in his 90s, as it faded away,
sidelined by the modem world. I
believe my own enthusiasm has
the potential to grow out of its
ghetto. I'm not optimistic, but if
we are to make a morris for the
next millennium, the pruning
must begin soon and be severe.
Have any comments in response to
this article? Please send them to:
newsletter@morrisfed.org.uk
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East Sussex
Children’s
Traditional
Dance Festival

Autumn 2016

Ann &
John Bacon,
Ditchling Morris
& StepBack

Scores of smiling face-painted children replaced racehorses at the
Plumpton Race Course on Friday 20 May 2016, as the 7th Primary
Schools Traditional Dance Festival got under way.

Langport Mummers
They perform their Saint George play in the winter and the
King Alfred play occasionally in the summer, often raising
money for the Somerset and Dorset Air Ambulance.
We don’t come from a
morris tradition. We were
four friends who shared an
interest in rural community
traditions and decided to
start a mumming troupe. We
adapted an old St George
script, and mustered a cast.
That was 14 years ago, and
we have performed the
winter play at pubs and cider
wassails ever since. The
script remains fairly intact,
although the Black Knight
rewrites some of his lines
every year with contemporary
references, but the
age-old lines are never
touched.

Sadly some of our mummers
have passed on. We miss
them terribly, but their spirit
remains within their character
which is now inhabited by
someone new.
We also have a King Alfred
and the Viking play which I
wrote for occasional summer
outings, but it’s our midwinter
St George play when we are
true mummers. Our musician
and sometime Doctor, Russ
Stanley, describes in his own
words what it feels like to be
a mummer:

have to draw the crowd in to
the place you've chosen to do
it. It's an anarchic situation
and you have to take control
for yourselves. Mumming is
really a midwinter activity and
the cold, dark and physical

Kate Lynch,
Founder
Member

calling everyone
to come and
witness the show.
They might not want it, but
it's in their face! The same
goes for the collection at the
end. They may not want it, but
they have to interact with the
performance come what may.
We don't need the money
ourselves, it goes to a charity
(our local Air Ambulance),
but in days past it was
the difference between
a good Christmas or not
enough.

At the bottom of it
all there should be
an element which is
unsettling for the crowd,
takes them out of their
comfort zone a bit. It's
not on the telly, it's
happening for real right
in front of you, people
We take costume
can't drive home because
seriously and
St George is lying in
accoutrements evolve,
the road, in the rain
so Old Moll is Molly
The Viking King Guthrum
and the dark! We need to
Masket with new age
discomfort all
keep it so that people feel
crystals in her basket,
contribute to the
it's a bit outside of normal.
and the Doctor
excitement.
It's something that gets us
occasionally has a
through the dark days of
Having
a
disguise
power drill in his bag
winter, and come the January
is
very
liberating,
along with his ‘pills for
wassails you can already feel
being
in
costume
the poor and pills for
the days starting to lengthen.
gives a feeling of
the rich, pills for the
freedom
during
At various times, myself and
ague and pills for the
Parading through the orchards.
the performance
others have said, when we've
stitch’.
Charlton Cider Club, Blossom Party in May 2016
and afterwards,
been processing down the
Our rehearsals are jolly
when we sing songs and
road on our way to a show,
The
thing
about
mumming
evenings laced with cider and
cavort some more, it’s a
with the music playing and us
is,
it's
good
to
be
part
of
a
Somerset cheese. A number
happy time.
kneesing-it-up a bit, it feels
gang. When you go out on
of people have joined us just
as though people have been
My favourite part is when
a spree it feels like you are
for a season, including an
there through time before us,
we
say
'lets
go',
start
the
doing
a
raid.
It's
always
best
African bongo drummer who
doing the same thing. I hope
music
and
enter
the
pub,
or
when
there's
no
designated
brought some unusual energy
it will go on.
wherever, and parade around,
performance space and you
to Devilty Doubt.
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Eight of the nine primary
schools in the Chailey Cluster
took part, involving over 200
children from Years 3 to 6.
The 2016 Festival was
organised and directed by
the Primary School Sports
Co-ordinator, Kerry
Davey of Chailey
School, assisted by
a very able team of
senior students (the
Crew) who helped with
a morning workshop
and general setting
up and clearing away
throughout the day.
The majority of
children from the
Chailey Cluster go
on to Chailey School
for their secondary
education. A very
special spin-off
from the festival has
been the development of
an element of continuity
between the senior and
primary schools in that a
number of the Crew have
fond memories of taking part
in the early festivals at their
primary schools and are now
in a position to pass on their
skills to the younger children.

Planning for the festival
began in September 2015
using the successful format of
previous years. This year the
morning activities on customs
offered storytelling with Jamie
Crawford who led workshops
on mumming when each

group acted a short play,
and face painting by the
Crew where the children also
learned why many morris
teams colour their faces – the
answer being for disguise
rather than any other reason.
The Crew were instructed on
face painting techniques by
Gail Duff of TRADS:
www.tradsfolkarts.co.uk
The day was
divided up
into two
halves. The
morning
programme
consisted
of dance
practice,

rehearsals, face painting and
storytelling workshops, while
the afternoon was devoted
to a regional traditional
dance show for an audience
of parents, guardians, event
sponsors and special guest,
Lewes M.P. Maria Caulfield.

TRADS, members of local
dance teams, The Morris Ring
and The Morris Federation
all provided dance tuition
for the children, before and
during the festival. Live music
(and the ability to count) is
the most effective tool for
the children to learn the
dances – rhythm and counting
being essential to good
performance, and enables the
tutors to vary the tempo of
tunes when necessary. This
played a large and important
part in facilitating a happy,
relaxed learning environment.
After lunch, Kerry Davey,
Director, opened the festival
by welcoming the visitors
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and thanking supporters,
sponsors and helpers before
the children started their
show, a lively and colourful
‘whistle-stop’ tour of
English traditional dance.
This included all types of
morris, maypole, social and
Tudor dances. The afternoon
concluded with the now
traditional roof-raising mass
dance, ‘Shepherd’s
Hey’ by all 200 children
and joined by many of
the parents guests and
sponsors.
After seven festivals,
many of the schools
now have an inhouse resource of
knowledge to go it
alone, fulfilling the
long-term aim of the
first festival in 2009
which was planned
and organised jointly
by SEFAN (South East
Folk Arts Network)
and Plumpton Primary
School. SEFAN closed in
2015 and The StepBack
Consortium:
www.stepback.org.uk, took
on a lesser mantle this year,
mainly being responsible
for organising the funding,
external tutors and offering
support if required – plus
a little tuition. Our grateful
thanks to the schools who
helped fund the Festival,
our sponsors, the George
Pheby Bequest, The StepBack
Consortium, The Morris
Federation, The Morris
Ring, local Morris teams
Chanctonbury Ring and
Ashdown Morris Men for their
support, without which the
festival could not happen.
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Jane
Wright

Chalford Stick
Company
A dancer's eye view of the
John Gasson Jig Competition

It all started last year, when we decided that we would enter the Jig
Competition at Sidmouth Folk Festival again. But what to dance?

Belles and Broomsticks
Lè Festival d’Guernesi à Danserie Morris

We like to showcase our own dances, so
'The Unsquare' was a prime candidate.
Written as a double jig, we began to
adapt it for a solo performance, but
although the new version worked well, it
lacked the zing of the original.

Between 9-11 September 2016, mad morris mayhem hit the channel island of Guernsey with the
invasion of 200 morris dancers and musicians, a sight never previously seen on the island.
cake welcomed our visitors,
and the festivities got going
with a slap up meal in the
evening rustled up by the
Belles and Broomsticks and
their team of helpers at the
local scouts headquarters
Morris dancers and
at Rue Maingy, followed
their musicians
by a music session and
from around the
Marie-Dom impromptu dancing,
UK descended on
lubricated with copious
Bolt
the unsuspecting
amounts of local ale and
island and indulged
cider.
in an orgy of dance
The
following day 200 Morris
and music, food, beer and
dancers, raring to go, were
sunshine (with a spot of rain).
divided into four tours and
Baldock Midnight Morris,
visited various venues around
Bishop’s Morris Longsword,
the island where they were
Greenwich Morris Men,
able to take in the sights
Kemp’s Men of Norwich,
and dance. Though the day
Longman Morris Men, New
was wet at times, the rain
Forest Meddlars, Mortimer’s
failed to deter the dancers
Morris, Treacle Eater Clog,
and musicians who merrily
Victory Morris Men, Winkleigh
flicked hankies, clashed
Morris and their hosts Belles
sticks and jangled bells.
and Broomsticks, treated
The sun eventually made an
the somewhat bemused,
appearance for a mass dance
but nevertheless delighted,
along the road beside Cobo
islanders to a fine display of
Bay, a beautiful beach on the
various dance traditions and
west coast of Guernsey.
music.
The local Guernsey patois
for Guernsey Festival of Morris
Dancing was a marathon feat
of organisation by Guernsey
side Belles and Broomsticks
Morris.

Tea, coffee and homemade

Tired but happy morris men

and women
made their way
back to base
to continue
the party with
more food,
and the night
was danced
away to the
foot-stomping
tunes of the
fabulous young
University of
Manchester
Queerly Belovèd ceilidh band
and their caller Annie Bolt.
Sunday dawned sunny and
warm and all the sides headed
off to Candie Gardens in the
town of St Peter Port, where a
massed stand took place.
All dancers and musicians
then processed through the
town and danced in various
venues before reassembling
along the Castle Emplacement
and processing to Castle
Cornet, where yet more
dancing took place and Lè
Festival d’Guernesi à Danserie
Morris officially drew to a

close with nibbles at the
nearby yacht club overlooking
the harbour and castle.
What a wonderful weekend
full of fun! An opportunity
to catch up with old friends
and to meet new ones, swap
tunes and dances. Thank you
so much to all who attended
and contributed to making
our first ever festival such a
success. We are still grinning
with the memories and are
looking forward to the next
one.
What’s not to like about
dancing the morris?
A la perchoine!

our ears, we felt it as we danced. We
put our all into it, we danced to each
other, we danced to the audience, we
danced to the judges.
All too quickly it was over, we left
the stage to more applause and then
reaction set in. All three of us were
shaking and in dire need of sugar, or
alcohol, or something! If you were part of
the audience we would like to say thank
you. You gave us the most stupendous

Chalford Stick Company are a small side (six members)
who are based near Stroud in Gloucestershire. We
specialise in creating our own dances to traditional
(though not necessarily morris) tunes and using
traditional stepping. If you are interested in dancing
jigs and are open minded why not contact us? One
of our four musicians will work with you to make the
dance yours, and next year it could be you on the stage!
Contact: davidk.wright@outlook.com

adrenaline rush, and we were high
for days. We didn't win, but we are
very pleased with our marks and the
comments made by the judges, and
most of all we had FUN!

When dancing with The Knights of King
Ina at Wimborne Folk Festival we pushed
the dots under the nose of their musician
saying, “Can you play that?” A quick
run through in a shop doorway and the
decision was made, we were entering the
double, not the single competition, with
Janet Whitteridge as our musician.
The big day dawned, we had a gentle
morning looking at the stalls and
watching the sea, meeting up and
chatting with old friends, and joining Dr
Turberville's for some warm up dances
on the sea front. Then, at 2.30pm, we
headed into the performers' area. This
space is quite incredible, everyone
wants to win and to perform to the
best of their ability, but there is no
antagonism between entrants; it is the
most supportive atmosphere. Some have
been there many times before, others
are newcomers, but there is a sense of
camaraderie that we are all in it together.
We were on towards the end of the
competition, and as the time for our spot
grew near, we started nervously pacing
and warming up our legs. Then, we were
on! The audience applauded, we walked
on and took up our places. Janet's
beautifully haunting rendition of The
Finnish Polka became part of us. After
the first few bars we didn't hear it with
Many thanks to Leila Battison for sending us this mock movie poster made from one of her photos
that just lent itself to a special makeover. But is there a sequel?
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Judy
Watkins

National Morris
Weekend

music, dance, and the 'Evesham Stick'

Locos in Motion
						 sur le continent...
On Thursday 7 July five dancers and five musicians
from Darlington's Locos in Motion, arrived in the
Correze region of France for 10 days of dancing and
flashmobbing at the local markets and summer fairs.
Some flew, some drove, and
Jenny Harper transported the
sticks, hats and rag jackets
in her camper van - Daisy.
It’s a good thing she wasn’t
stopped by the French riot
police to explain why she had
two dozen wooden weapons
in her van!
Ann Clement, Lorraine
Watkinson, Anne Alderson
and Monica Coleman all
stayed at a beautiful old
French Farmhouse owned
by Fiona Harley, a former

member of Locos in Motion.
Sylvianne Bartkowiak, our
Squire, and who is in fact
French (very useful for
explaining our raison d’etre
and the border tradition of
black faces), was accompanied
by her partner Richard
Featherstone, her Mother
Arnette, Susie Lane and Claire
Abbott, our musicians, and
they all camped nearby.
Locos in Motion has a
steam train connection as
Locomotion Number 1 was

the first steam locomotive
to carry passengers, built
by George Stephenson in
1824 for the Stockton and
Darlington Railway. The
hats are the funnel of a
steam train and our Horse is
called Rocket, named after
Stephenson’s Rocket.

from one
festival to
another.

Ann
Clement,
Publicity

Ever popular
Officer
was our
signature
dance 'Locos in Motion' where
we sing a song and dance like
a steam train.
We were invited to dance
at the summer festivals of
St Fortunade, Espagnac,
and St Martial de Gimel,
which proved to be
extremely lively with
wine tasting and biere
on tap.
They all provided
beautiful meals for us
and introduced us to
Rosé Pamplemousse, a
very refreshing Rosé wine
with grapefruit; Daisy was
beseeched to transport a
few boxes back to Darlington!

Rocket loves visiting French markets...

Everywhere we went
the locals welcomed us
wholeheartedly and were all
so friendly. Some of the dance
spots had been arranged in
advance by Fiona and some
were totally random flashmob
sessions which were great
fun.
We had children, adults and
tourists wanting to join in and
learn some of our dances.
One family of tourists even
started to follow us around

My lasting memory, apart
from the fabulous French
hospitality, is of swimming
in the nearby lake to cool
off and relax after dancing.
A perfect mix of fun,
relaxation and of course
morris dancing!

The 400 plus campers for our weekend of dance on 18-19 June, started arriving
at about noon. The happy sounds of instruments being played could be heard
as old friends met up, gathering momentum into the evening as more people
joined the session with music, singing, and dancing into the early hours.
Saturday morning arrived,
bright and early, and a cooked
breakfast was being served
by the cheery helpers at
the rowing club. By 9am
everyone was fed and
ready to start their magical
mystery coach tours of the
surrounding area, enjoying
dancing in local towns and
villages with a welcoming
pub stop for lunch.
The coaches arrived back
at Abbey Gardens for 4pm for
all the sides to do a spot each,
see the different traditions
and make new friends and see
old friends at the event, while
one side decided to perform
a dance in the kids' water
fountain!
In the evening, a ceilidh with
Hekety was held at The Fleece
Inn, the jewel in the crown of
Evesham. During the interval
the Knaresborough Mummers
performed their play, based
on an amalgamation of Star
Wars, Doctor Who, Star Trek
and Thunderbirds, much to
everyone’s delight. It was
brilliantly funny! Then there
were more sessions at the
Fleece Inn, Red Lion and
rowing club, finishing into
the early hours of Sunday
morning.
Sunday saw a more relaxed
start with the church service
and Loose Women dancing for
the congregation, whilst the
rest of our visitors got ready
for another day of dance.
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We taught the local summer school a dance and they sang us a song.
Totally unplanned as we were flashmobbing Marcillac-la-Croisille market.

At 11am all the weekenders
gathered on the river bank
for the traditional Asparaduck

Race. This year the ducks
just sat in the water as the
river wasn't moving very
fast, but the first three
ducks were eventually pulled
out and prizes awarded. For
any of the people at the
event reading this article, I
would like to point out that
the four ducks who were
in training in the puddle
outside the reception tent
were disqualified as it was felt
to be an unfair advantage!
After the duck race all sides
processed up to the market
square for a dance and then

continued around town until
3pm, when it was time to
present the Evesham Stick. As
this was the 10th
anniversary we
managed to get
some of the past
sticks together on
show, and they
made a rather fine
display.

The committee for the
weekend decides the winner
of the Stick on: dancing skills,
turnout, band, audience
reaction, and general 'joie de
vivre'. This is always a difficult

Cuckoo's Nest with the Evesham Stick
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decision as every year the
standard is high and there are
so many sides worthy of the
Stick. This year there were
two sides in the running, but
the winner was Cuckoo’s Nest.
How did they win? A local
family were celebrating a
very special birthday and a
couple had travelled from
Cornwall especially for the
event. The family reunion was
made more special due to the
fact that the discovery of the
brothers and sisters had only
happened in recent years.
The family had approached
a number of sides to ask if
any could come along and
surprise the birthday boy,
aged in his 90s, by dancing
for him. Cuckoo’s Nest had
readily agreed and gave up a
large part of their evening to
make it a special event, and
we felt this was showing the
true spirit of morris therefore
giving that little extra which
won them the Evesham Stick.
The weekend is hosted by
Belle d’Vain and for this
reason they cannot, of course,
ever be considered for the
Evesham Stick. However, the
girls were very delighted and
surprised to be presented
with their own 'Stick' by Gong
Scourers. What a wonderful
gesture that ended a
wonderful weekend.
If you or your side would
like to come along next year,
please contact the organisers
via the website: www.
nationalmorrisweekend.co.uk
We do have to limit the event
to 450 people, so contact us
early to avoid disappointment.
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York Festival of
Traditional Dance

A NEW CD FROM THEIR BAND

Over the weekend of 10-11 September, Ebor Morris held their
29th annual festival, celebrating the many and varied styles
of traditional dance in the UK

Ebor Morris
Formed in 1974, Ebor Morris joined the
Morris Federation in 2016, after being
long time associates of the Morris Ring
A bunch of young men in York
from Rowntrees, the Railway,
and the University had too
many beers at the Bay Horse
Folk Club one night, and
decided to form a morris team
to give them some exercise
between drinking pints of
lubricant.
Their first dance out was on
1 May 1974 outside the Lord
Collingwood in Poppleton.
After some early media
coverage on Play School for
the BBC - through the round
window, Ebor Morris (named
after Eboracum, the Roman
name for York) soon got a
reputation for being a lively
and fun morris team. The
first use of the term 'slightly
notorious' for the side is lost

in the midst of time, but could
be due to refusing to dance at
a John Smith's pub, dancing
backwards up Grassington

Ebor Morris 1975

High Street, tap dancing on the
ceiling, or disrupting formal
feasts by throwing bread rolls
and firing peas out of the side's
staff of office - a bicycle pump
with ribbons on it.

Kevin
Holland,
Bagman
Ebor Morris appeared on the
Eurovision Song Contest in
1982 (find it on YouTube and
fast forward to 5:56), on BBC
Children in Need, and famously
on Radio York. They once made
the national papers when they
disrupted a 4-star dinner in the
Station Hotel,
where they
unknowingly
danced in the
room above
the ballroom,
causing the
chandeliers to
clank a bit.
The
headline
'Cloggies
spoil 4-star dinner' was
above the misquote
from the Squire at the
time, John Lundie, "We
dance to assert our
masculinity…"

Once famous
for their interpretation of the
Longborough tradition, the
side now performs dances
from a number of traditions
including Adderbury, Bucknell,
Ducklington, Ascott under
Wychwood, Bledington, and
Horsham. They are also proud
to perform the traditional
Escrick Longsword Dance from
a village just east of York. In the
early days they were privileged
to meet and learn from two
of the schoolboys who had
performed the dance in front of
Cecil Sharp when he came on
his collecting visits.

Every year has seen teams from all morris
organisations, and has been supported
over the years by more than 140 teams
from across the country and beyond.
This year was no different: Ebor Morris,
Acorn Morris, Blackheath Morris (as seen
at the London 2012 Olympics), Brackley
Morris, Brittania Coconut Dancers,
Duke's Dandy, Lizzie Dripping, Makeney
Morris, Minster Strays, Stony Steppers,
Thieving Magpie, White Rose Morris and
Westmorland Step and Garland Dancers.

Saturday with a dancing procession
from York’s medieval Guildhall, past
the famous Betty's tearoom, then along
Davygate to Pavement. The teams
then dispersed to a number of spots in
York, including the historic St. Williams
College, and the day ended with a grand
showcase in front of York’s Lord Mayor
and Civic Party, when the sun came out
in style! The dancing continued on the
Sunday until we said our farewells at
1.30pm.

The event started at 10.30am on the

York is always a great place to dance,

and the tourists and residents turned out
in force to watch, along with members
of other teams, and a visit from Eddie
Worrall, new Squire of the Morris Ring.
The Morris Shop was in attendance,
and the event sponsored by Acorn
Instruments, Red Cow Music, Browns
Tearoom and Restaurant, the Black Swan
Inn, and Inc-Dot printers.
This quote from Joe Healey summed up
the event nicely: “A massive thanks to
Ebor Morris and all the team for a magical
weekend in York...memorable.”
The 30th York Festival of Traditional
Dance will be held on 9-10 September
2017. Visit: www.ebormorris.org.uk
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Westmorland Step and Garland Dancers

Lizzie Dripping

Makeney Morris

since 1976
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First dance-out, Poppleton, May 1974

Traditional British Clogs
Phil Howard - Clogs & Leatherwork
Full-time professional Clog Maker
All clogs are made entirely on the premises using only my own soles
(not machine made) and full-grain leather uppers

Also: re-wooding and resoling; standard and extra-hard rubber soles (shods) and heels supplied;
original unused clog irons available, including clog nails
Leatherwork including: badges, keyrings, ear-rings, bell pads, belts etc.
My own work so other designs can be made.

For up-to-date prices and details of events, visit: www.nw-clogs.co.uk

c 0161 494 0224

m phil.howard.clogs@gmail.com
22

w www.facebook.com/philhowardclogs

Our nine shops stock all kinds of acoustic & folky
musical instruments from Britain and around the world!
Our expert staff are always on hand to give you free, friendly advice.
BIRMINGHAM | BRIGHTON | BRISTOL | CANTERBURY | CRAWLEY
LEEDS | LONDON | MANCHESTER | WADEBRIDGE

World famous mail order service - 0845 130 9500

www.hobgoblin.com
23
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Happy birthday to you!
Glory of the West
When Glory realised that we would be celebrating our 40th year
in 2016, we wanted to do something different. Most sides mark
significant anniversaries by having a big weekend with coach
tours etc., but we decided our festivities would last all year
and we would have 40 glorious events, incorporating our summer
programme as well as all our favourite activities...
We started the year as we
meant to go on with a games
evening, inviting everyone who
had ever been in the side. Quite
a few turned up! We played
Flap the Fish, the Chocolate
Eating Game, Musical Chairs,
and Cucumber Dice - contact
us if you’d like details of these!

Over the year, we have had a
Bollywood workshop, a YHA
weekend in Cheddar, a trip on a
steam train from Buckfastleigh
to Totnes, we danced at dawn
on 1 May on Haytor, been on
a bluebell walk in some local
woods, did a spot at a ceilidh
celebrating the wedding of
a member, and
enjoyed a garden
party in a member’s
garden, we’ve
been on a picnic
at Fingles Bridge,
eaten several cream
teas (between us),
and been on a
camping and surfing
holiday at Polzeath.

In addition, we have done all
our usual activities, such as
dancing out on a Wednesday
include a day of dance with
evening in various locations
local sides, a ruby anniversary
around Devon, and attending
party to which former Glories
Great Western’s
are invited, a bonfire party
annual Whit tour.
Carol
Mantell
and a Christmas meal, a farm
& Lynda
walk, a recipe book (with
In June we spent
King
lots of cake recipes) and
a weekend at the
commemorative T-shirts.
Polperro festival,
which we do most years and it
To record our celebratory
was as fun as ever - especially
year, we have set up a private
the camping facilities! And in
Facebook page for members
July we were lucky enough to
and former members, where
go to the joint
we have recorded events and
40th anniversary
uploaded many pictures from
celebration
our archive - did we really
of Redbourne
Stoke and Oyster
wear some of those kits?
Morris - a great
It has been fascinating to
weekend.
see how we have developed/
aged over the decades.
Activities taking
us to the end
www.gloryofthewest.co.uk
of the year will
Facebook: @gloryofthewest

Wild Hunt Bedlam Morris
HUNTING FOR 25 YEARS
On Saturday, 17 September, the Wild Hunt Bedlam
Morris celebrated its quarter-century of disturbing
the peace, mystifying its audience and terrifying
those of a nervous disposition!
This mixed side of dancers
and musicians was formed
in September 1991, meeting
appropriately in the shadow of
a hill known as Bedlams Bank
at Merstham in Surrey.
From its earliest beginnings,
The Hunt has worn masks
decorated with Celtic symbols
as an alternative to face paint,
a guise which was believed
to be unique when it was
introduced. This enables the

David
Young

Autumn 2016

Ripley Morris Men
Ripley Morris Men will be celebrating 90 years of morris
dancing in Ripley on Saturday 9 September 2017, and all
are invited to come along.
Records show that a morris
side was dancing in Ripley in
or around 1927, and in 2017
Ripley Morris Men will be
marking this 90th anniversary

with a day of dance
in the nearby city
of Derby.

to attending sides early in the
New Year.

Mick
Buckley

We would like to invite all
member sides and
individual members
of any of the three
morris organisations
to join us in our
celebrations.

Photograph by Mike Everett

Planning is in the
early stages but
we expect that
dancing will be from
10.30am to 4.00pm
around Derby with
a final massed dance
on the large Market
Square. Further
details will be sent

To assist us in our planning
it would be helpful if your
side could indicate
interest in joining
this event by the
end of February 2017.
Write or email Mick
Buckley (Bagman),
Nuts in May, 53
Amber Heights,
Ripley, Derbyshire
DE5 3SP
email:
ripleymm@
hotmail.co.uk

Ripley in 1949

You can also follow
us on Facebook:
@RipleyMorrisMen
or visit:
ripleymorrismen.
org.uk

Ripley today

Trefor Owen
Gweithdy Clocsiau
(The Clog Workshop)
Henbont Road
CRICIETH
Gwynedd
LL52 0DG
Home tel: 01766 523 695
Workshop/Mobile: 07712 822 453
Email: treforowenclogmaker@gmail.com
WEB: treforowenclogmaker.co.uk

side to incorporate red LED
‘eyes’ in the masks, powered
by a concealed battery – very
effective at night.

Clogs, Rubber shods, Fancy Laces, Badges and bits supplied as always
“Good metal” Clog Irons fitted at the Workshop.

Our silver anniversary took
place by The Dickens Inn and
on the Piazza at St. Katharine
Docks, alongside the Thames,
with a final dance spot on
Tower Hill Terrace overlooking
the Tower of London. We
were joined by members
of Dead Horse Morris and

24

the Broomdashers from
Whitstable, Old Palace
Clog from Croydon and
Rampant Rooster Morris
from Dorking, all of whom
were presented with a
useful flask embellished
with the names of all
four sides taking part.

We make ALL our own Uppers, Rubbers and all our own Wooden Soles using only
sustainable, local wood sources.
Very few “Tree Miles” are run up in our business.
We can now make Clogs with Vegetarian Uppers though the colour range is limited.

Sadly we don’t make the Nails yet – but I am working on that!
25
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Hurst Morris
People

Sue
Corcoran

Hurst Morris People (HuMP) thought they’d have a
tough time teaching Reading’s Mayor how to dance, but
it turned out that Councillor Sarah Hacker was a natural.

Leap to your feet!

Appalachian dancers and the Soya Band
As one of the few, if not the only, Appalachian dance group(s) in Lancashire
(if Bolton is still Lancashire and not Greater Manchester) and still going
strong after 23 years we thought it time to give ourselves a pat on the back
and look to the reasons we are still in existence after all this time.
Appalachian dancing done in
tap shoes is fun, vibrant and
fast. Put together with the
traditional American music
played by the Soya Band, and
the mix is spot on!
The group has been through
changes over the years, as
most dance teams have; from
the kit – starting off in purple

dresses to today’s more
modern fuchsia dresses; the
dances – learning new steps
and moves via workshops
and writing our own material;
the music – what would we
do without the Soya Band? A
brilliant group of musicians,
who are an entity all on their
own, complementing the
dancers as they play their

Tired, worn-out, jaded, faded?
If it’s you, I can’t help... but if it’s your morris kit that
needs a lift, contact Jenny for new














baldricks
rosettes
armbands
bell pads
waistcoats
skirts
shirts
trousers
handkerchiefs
sashes
stick bags
britches
hoggers

music resplendent in their
embroidered denim shirts and
smart black trousers – and
let’s not forget their hats!
They have such an array of
headgear that we never know
what shape, colour or design
any of them will decide to
turn up in at any event.
Although the kit, the practice
venues and group members
have changed over time, the
fun, enthusiasm and sheer
enjoyment of a hobby shared
has remained constant. What
is the secret of our success –
FRIENDSHIP!
Yes, we have our discussions/
debates/arguments, but it all
comes out well in the end,
as not only are we a group of
dancers and musicians, but
we also spend other times
together: the musicians
meet up independently,
we go for country walks,
dress a remembrance tree
in the country at Christmas,
Christmas parties, camping...
We look
out for one
another and
are there when
needed.

... and more

Satisfied customers include
Westrefelda, Chelmo Champs,
Berkshire Bedlams, Pecsaetan,
Winkleigh Morris, Hageneth Morris Men,
Silkstone Greens, Garston Gallopers,
Northfields Morris, Sproughton Long Blades,
Redbornstoke, Rattlejag Morris and various school sides.

We are
thrilled that
we get many
invitations
to perform –
unfortunately
we can’t do

Jenny Everett
20 High Street, Sutton on Trent, Newark, Notts. NG23 6QA

01636 821672 / 07931 514510 jenny.l.everett@btinternet.com
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them all – but we
commit to as many
Lynda
as possible, are
Harling
willing to travel –
camp even – all in
the line of laughter
and fun amongst friends.
We’ve already performed at
Chorley, Llangollen, Liverpool,
St. Annes this year with many
more yet to come.
As we race towards our 25
year we are hoping to pass on
the dances, music, skills and
sheer enjoyment they bring
to the next generation and
are always on the look-out
for new members. We will all
carry on dancing, aching joints
and all, for as long as we can
and once the knees go...well,
we’ll join the band!
th

We practice at the Theatre
Dance Studios, Halliwell
Business Park, 33-39 Rossini
Street, Bolton BL1 8DL
on Wednesday evenings
from 7.45pm and welcome
newcomers with open arms.
If you would like more
information contact:
Jean: 07816 011252 or
Steve: 07780 977752 or
check out our website:
www.leaptoyourfeet.co.uk

She attended a HuMP weekly
practice at Hurst near Reading
as part of her mayoral duties,
and quickly learned three
dances, waving hankies with
style for two and clashing
sticks vigorously for a third.
Alongside her for tuition
was Wokingham Borough’s
Deputy Mayor Councillor, Bob
Pitts, who used to do country
dancing at the Isle of Wight’s
McNaughton Festival.
Councillor Hacker said, “I love
morris dancing – I’ve watched
it a lot since early childhood
at Sidmouth Folk Festival. I’ve
always wanted to join in and
wouldn’t have had the chance
without HuMP.”
HuMP’s Squire (Chair) Karen
A5LMorrisXmas_Layout 1 16/09/2016
Ricketts responded, “We

expect mayors to be experts
at opening fêtes and chairing
meetings, but we didn’t
think they could learn morris
dancing in just one evening.
Their enthusiasm and skill
was commendable.”
Councillor Hacker, now
retired as mayor, has been
diagnosed with Fibromyalgia,
a condition also suffered by
a former dancer with HuMP,
which causes pain all over the
body and extreme fatigue.
Both support and raise funds
for Reading and District
Fibromyalgia Support Group.
HuMP presented a £276
cheque to the support group
during a recent dance event
in Wokingham market place.
14:08 Page 1
More info: www.hump.org.uk

KAREN CATER DESIGNS
MORRIS CARDS
FOLKY CARDS
CHRISTMAS & YULE CARDS

www.hedinghamfair.co.uk

T-SHIRTS
CALENDAR OF
TRADITIONAL CUSTOMS

BOOKS

BOUGHT & SOLD
MOUNTED PRINTS
ENGLISH TUNE-BOOKS
& TUTORS
GIFTS & JEWELLERY

PERFORMANCE;
MUSIC, SONGS and
FOLKLORE TALKS
By Karen & Colin Cater
for a free illustrated catalogue; info@hedinghamfair.co.uk 01787 462731
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Morris goods and
Morris Federation merchandise

A NEW CD FROM THEIR BAND

The Knots of May Band
A women’s Morris side based in Lewes,
East Sussex, formed in 1974
The team performs stick and
garland dances in shoes and
clogs - dances that are mainly
from England, but also from
France, Flanders and Spain.
Their kit was designed to
be reminiscent of the 1890s,
the traditional clogs and
apron being similar to
those worn by Lancashire
mill girls.

been absorbed into the local
music scene around Lewes.

The side has been very
fortunate in always having had
a very talented and loyal bunch
of musicians. The music they
play comes from a variety of
sources, and quite a lot of it has

The band has now produced
a CD of 17 dance sets with
a total of 29 tunes. For the
professionally-produced
recording, there were three
melodeons, four fiddles, drum
and serpent.
A good amount
of Harveys
Sussex Best
Bitter provided
essential
support for
what was a
very intensive
recording
session.

The name Knots of May
comes from ‘Here we go
gathering nuts in May’,
a corruption of ‘knots of may’
(hawthorn blossoms).

Derrick

Harveys Brewery
Hughes,
of Lewes brewed
musician
a new beer, Knots
of May Light
Mild, to help
celebrate the Knots of May’s
21st anniversary in 1995. It has
become one of their seasonal
beers, and is available every
year during the month of May.

PUBLICATIONS

BELLS

Cotswold Glossary: An invaluable reference book including definitions
of steps and figures found in two or more traditions; a cross-reference
to all Cotswold traditions and types; terms used by different authors
for the same movements; Morris musicianship and much more. £6.00

Please state brass or nickel plated when ordering bells.

Adderbury: The history of the tradition, copies of original notation
from the Blunt manuscript and modern notation with
easy-to-follow diagrams for 13 stick and 13 hanky dances.
Includes photographs and music. £7.90
North West Morris: Notations, illustrated with figures and diagrams
for ten of the best North West Morris dances. £6.50
Wheatley: A very pleasing tradition to dance and yet one of the most
straightforward. This book was produced from a complete review of
source material and includes current practice and innovation. £5.60

Molly: Dancing into the Twenty First Century. £5.50

Warm-up exercises: Clear diagrams and careful explanation
of exercises designed to prepare dancers and reduce the risk
of injury. £1.80
Raglan Bantamcocks Morris: characteristics of the tradition,
notation and some music. £3.20

A Few Facts About the Morris. £1.30

CDs
“And the ladies go dancing...” Double CD of various artists,
celebrating 40 years of the Morris Federation. £11.00
“The Adderbury Morris Men sing and play the music of the
Adderbury tradition”. £11.00
Special offer! Adderbury Morris Men CD plus a book on the
Adderbury tradition. £15.00

The CD from the Knots of May band is available via their
website: www.knotsofmay.co.uk or by accosting one of
the band when they are out and about.

3/4”

£0.35

£0.60

7/8”

£0.50

£0.70

1”

£0.55

£0.80

11/8”

£0.60

£0.90

11/4”

£0.75

£1.00

Postage and packing:
Up to 100 bells any size

£4.35

Up to 200 bells any size except 11/4”

£4.35

Up to 200 bells 11/4”

£8.70

Over 200 bells please contact the Treasurer

Diameter of bells:
(actual size)

3/4”

7/8”

1”

11/8”

11/4”

A series of A5 booklets with between 8 and 20 pages

Border Morris: a brief outline. £1.20

Those who practice the north-west tradition or wish to
relive happy memories of sunny summer days at the village
fayre may well be interested in seeking out a copy of this
uplifting collection of tunes played by their fellow morris.

Non-members

BOOKLETS

Beginners and Basics: Roy Dommett’s ideas on the basics of
Cotswold. Essential reading for leaders and foremen. £1.50

What has been produced is more than a memento of the
band's achievements, or simply a collection of traditional
jolly folk tunes. Instead, they have chosen a set of tunes
played at a tempo to capture the spirit of the team, that
sweeps you along as if the dancers are also in attendance.

Members

Abram Circle: Provides background, complete notation, pictures and
music for the Abram Circle dance. The dance originates from the North
West but has a different structure to most North West dances. £5.60

Women and the North West Morris Dance. £1.20

Not many dance teams go to the lengths of recording their
tunes for all posterity, but the Knots of May band have
added themselves to the list of the few that have
attempted such a feat and succeeded.

Price per bell:

Hinton: Traditional and creative Morris. £6.10

Twenty Years On, 1975-1996. £1.20

CD REVIEW

Sizes are approximate, as supplied by the manufacturer, and are
measured as the diameter from the outside of the rim, across the slot.

MORRIS FEDERATION MERCHANDISE
Stickers:
4” diameter bearing the Morris Federation name and logo – selfadhesive for music cases, files, etc. £0.90
Leather Badges:
2” in diameter bearing the Morris Federation name and logo.
Available in gold on black background, or coloured on natural
background – please specify. £1.50
Metal badges:
1” in diameter, brassed, bearing the Morris Federation name and logo.
Gold on burgundy background. £2.50
Calico bags:
Natural calico shopping bag, with gusset, displaying the Morris
Federation logo on one side and the names of traditional forms of
dance on the other. £4.00
Items with 40th anniversary logo:
T-shirts, poloshirts, sweatshirts, fleeces and jackets available in lots of
styles and sizes. Other items such as hats or bags can be embroidered
to order. Available directly on-line from:
www.snappycrab.co.uk/products/107/morris-federation-40th

All prices are correct at time of printing and include p&p (UK only). Prices only apply to Morris Federation members.
Please contact the Morris Federation Treasurer for a form:
Jenny Everett, Willow Cottage, 20 High Street, Sutton on Trent, Newark, Notts, NG23 6QA
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Call: 01636 821672, email: treasurer@morrisfed.org.uk
or download a form from: www.morrisfed.org.uk/docs/shopuk.html
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Paul W hite's
DIARY

Beetling along to East Anglia

Onwards and forwards with

Eccleston Heritage Clog
Following on from the article that appeared in the Spring issue of FedExtra,
'The Children are the Future', the children from Leyland Primary School put on
a great performance at the end of year leavers’ concert. Wow, what a concert!
I went along as a guest,
having danced with them
earlier in the year and was
bowled over by the sheer
brilliance of them all. Not only
have they mastered the clog
steps, but their timing, rhythm
and choreographed dances
are a dream to watch – who
would believe they only began
in January?
The school is so committed
to the clog dancing that it
recently purchased a full set
of clogs, and how smart the
dancers look in their matching
shoes. Add to the clog steps,
Bollywood dancing, acting
and singing, they are full of
talent and confidence – let’s
hope that the enthusiasm
for clog dancing and the rest
continues to grow and one
day, who knows, there could
be a future Morris Federation
president among them!

schools ready to embrace
clog dancing into their
busy schedules. Schools at
Blackburn (began dancing at
the beginning of the year),
and in the next academic year
in Darwen and Leigh are to
start INSET training projects
to enable each school to offer
clog dance as a curricular
subject in subsequent years
How great is that? EHC will be
supporting the teachers and

After our August summer
break, a number of us looked
forward to taking part in the
Bill Gibbons 200 Celebration
on the canal path at Eanam
Wharf on 10 September, and
busily practised the steps
Melanie Barber taught us at
the workshop she did here in
Eccleston – thankfully no-one
fell into the canal!

As happens with dance teams,
we have had some ups and
downs over the summer.
The ups I’ve just mentioned,
the downs are that some
events were cancelled due
to wet weather and more
importantly, we now have
only one superb musician
and are actively seeking
melodeon, flute, or guitar
players to come and join us.
However, this hasn’t stopped
us from putting on great
performances, with Keith
supplying the music, as we
held our Clog Step-Dance
Promotion Day in Chorley on
20 August with the hope of
starting off our new term in
September with even more
enthusiastic beginners.
It's all good fun and hopefully
- with a little help and support
for one-another – long may it
continue!

A

man walks into a
bar. An iron bar.
A girder, in fact.
It left a bloody
impression on his forehead.
A young woman, Dervishly,
drunkenly dancing, twists her
knee, falls and injures the said
joint. It swells and now she
can only hop. A 12-year-old
boy, on the first day of his
holiday, tries a wheelie on his
bicycle, falls off and breaks
his arm.
Three fellow visitors to
the minor injuries clinic
at Liskeard hospital. And
compared to mine, they were,
indeed, minor injuries. I had
cut my knee, falling off the
hot tub. “Dad”, wrote my
son on WhatsApp from his
new home in France, “such a
middle class injury.”

For three days I was
asked to visit the
clinic for the wound
to be examined,
re-cleaned and dressed.
The consequence was that
we had to cancel all kinds of
plans. Swanage Folk Festival
was suddenly off the radar.
Our last mass morris fix of
the year was not to be. We
were not due to dance this
year but Sally was down to
play with Phoenix. She had
made the kit, practised the
tunes and we had both got
excited about meeting up
with seldom-seen friends.
The best way to enjoy morris
is to dance or to perform in
the band. To be part of the
show; the wonder; the visible
development of our splendid
tradition. But sometimes
it is equally enjoyable to
stand back and enjoy the
show, which was my plan for
Swanage. I would have had
chance to:

EHC practise on a Monday
evening in Eccleston and if
anyone feels they would like
to play music for a clog stepdancing team please contact
Alex Fisher: 07858 456787

As an added bonus we are
thrilled to announce that we
have another three primary

Photo funnies

Thanks to Hannah Davenhill for spotting this image and greatly
improving the street-cred of the ecstatic cricketer

pupils as much as we can.

Lynda
Harling,
Chair
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It seems that morris dancing brings out the creative streak in
some of you. If you've 'morris-shopped' an image that's just
too good not to share, send it to: newsletter@morrisfed.org.uk

Anna Pietrangelo (Black Hart) created this masterpiece for her PC
desktop, entitled: Cool morris dancers don't look at explosions...

Phoenix Morris from Rickmansworth. Photograph courtesy of Phoenix Morris

Well, maybe. But I had lost
a lump of flesh and the
subsequent hole was full
of garden dirt. As the nurse
delved ever deeper with her
tweezers, and aided by that
large back-lit magnifying
glass you see in all surgeries,
she pulled out all manner
of surprises. Dog hair. Grit.
Vegetation. And something
she couldn't identify. But I
fear there might be one less
beetle in the garden now.

•

Bump into and find time
to talk to mates made at
festivals/gatherings over
the years, and share a pint.

•

Wander from dance spot
to dance spot, not tied
down by the performance
schedule of your own side,
and enjoy the luxury of
watching for watching's
sake; seeing sides you
would otherwise not get
chance to experience.

•

Spend the day unfettered by
face paint, tatters and, dare
I say, bells. Joyous as they
are, at the end of the day
there is nothing so relieving
as unstrapping the pads and
letting the blood flow.

•

Relax in pubs where music
and song flows through
bars, courtyards, gardens
and out on to the street.

•

It's even acceptable to take
time off and walk a length
of coast path, give the dog
a bit of attention (they
don't half get fed up being
dragged round a folk do)
or having some quiet time
into which the morris is not
allowed to penetrate.

So what to do to fill the void?
We had a plan to head for
East Anglia in October just
for the buzz. It's not a region
of the country we know at
all well and we hear great
things. So investigation is
necessary. A look at the
morris finder website tells us
there are a great many sides
in the region, some of which
we know, some we have no
knowledge of. What a chance
to see sides and styles we
have never seen before.
Unfortunately, it's practice
season and there won't be
much happening but we hope
to find some action. We'll be
checking their web sites and
despatching the odd email to
find out if there is anything
going on we can hook into.

Discussions with those
familiar with East Anglia on
the subject of what best to
see and experience have
mostly resulted in advice on
what pubs to visit and what
brews to sample. So if the
morris is thin on the ground,
at least we will be able to
drown our sorrows and get
into a little music and song...
What a kerfuffle over blacking
up. I have left Facebook to
spend more time in the real
world. But I still hear the
odd snippet. And apparently
the 'How Many Morris Sides
on Facebook' page has
been buzzing. Festival bans.
Festival boycotts. What a
mess.
You can look at the issues
from different angles:
IT'S TRADITIONAL. Well,
possibly. IT'S ALL ABOUT
FREEDOM. The freedom to
upset others? IT'S JUST A
DISGUISE. But we know who
you are.
Colour, I say. Green, yellow,
blue. And there are others! A
lot of choice. Too much black
around anyway. Black hats.
Black faces. Black shirts. Black
jackets. Black trousers. Black
socks. Black shoes. Dancing in
the black of night.
Black is bleak. It's almost as if
some in our world are seeking
to summon evil spirits. And if
they did? Then there would
be red faces!

Journalist, editor, ukulele player, and singer, Paul White has been
dancing the morris since the year 2000. He is a founding member of
both Wreckers and Cat's Eye in Cornwall, helped form Couptrain Morris
(France) and Turncoat, and has also danced with Lodestone. Paul can
occasionally be found in Europe introducing fellow campers to the
joys of morris, using baguettes, umbrellas, or tent poles for sticks.
contact: pwhite420@btinternet.com twitter: @morrisbells or Facebook
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Joint Morris Organisation’s

National Day of
Dance
Saturday 13th May 2017

Leicester
The Morris
Ring, Open Morris,
and The Morris Federation
come together each year for a
spectacular Morris event. This year,
in Leicester, there will be more than
60 Morris and Sword Dance sides from
across the country dancing around the City.
To attend please apply through your Morris Organisation.
For further information, visit our Facebook page.

Sides will be provided with a programme for the day detailing the
22 dance venues, all of which are within walking distance, along with
information about local cafes, pubs, restaurants, parking, and
public transport (including Park & Ride).
Free to attend.

